The ** of a clock displays the time
Happy hour: It's ** o'clock somewhere
This type of clock wakes you up in the morning
Employees are famous for watching the **
The hour and minute ** tell the time on a clock's face
A ** watch is a symbol of wealth and status
A ** clock is one of the oldest forms of estimating time
An ** clock is the most accurate clock in the world
** ** in London is actually the name of the bell inside the clock tower
A ** can give light and also estimate the passing of time as it burns
This type of clock chimes on the hour and a bird pops out
A certified ** watch can go as deep as 300m
A clock that sits above a fire place
The Rathaus-Glockenspiel in ** has almost life-sized figures
This Swiss watch became popular in the mid-1980s
This jeweler and watch manufacturer is located in Paris
If the world goes ** which way will be clockwise?
The Black Forest in ** is famous for its clockmakers
A ** measures solar time
Timex: "It takes a licking and keeps on **"
"Like sands through the **, so are the Days of Our Lives"
Before electronics, navigators used accurate clocks to determine **
Victorinox ** ** makes watches, along with pocket knives
In ** Cathedral in France, there is an astronomical clock from 1843
A ** clock can stand 6-8 feet tall
People who study the science of measuring time
Waterbury Clock, later Timex, made the first ** ** watch in 1933
The ** was commonly used in the 1800s by railroad conductors
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